
     nutraMetrix® Isotonix® Multi-Mineral - Single Bottle (45 Servings)  

PRIMARY BENEFITS OF NUTRAMETRIX 
ISOTONIX MULTI-MINERAL: 

For more information, please contact:  

What makes nutraMetrix Isotonix Multi-Mineral 
Unique? 

The two most important factors when searching for 
nutritional supplements are absorption and potency. The 
Isotonix® delivery system assures the most unique way for 
your body to absorb the daily vitamins and minerals that 
it needs.  This delivery system allows the vitamins and 
minerals to be rapidly absorbed into your body. Isotonix 
food supplements, when mixed with water, have the same 
pH and osmotic pressure as the body’s fluids, such as 
tears, plasma or blood. When an isotonic substance enters 
the body, it is rapidly absorbed into the bloodstream.  This 
is the epitome of superior delivery.  

nutraMetrix Isotonix® Advanced Multi-Mineral Formula 
provides essential and trace minerals that support 
enzymatic and cellular functions in all tissues. Many health 
professionals agree that proper amounts of minerals are 
necessary for optimum health. nutraMetrix Isotonix Multi-
Mineral Formula provides 14 essential minerals that 
support a normal metabolic process, promote the normal 
regulation of water and electrolyte balance, help maintain 
a sound skeleton, and support the normal regulation of 
functions of muscles and nerves and regulation of 
hormonal activities. Minerals are necessary for the 
utilization of vitamins. * 

Additional Benefits of nutraMetrix Isotonix Multi-
Mineral: 

✓ Gluten-Free - The finished product contains no 

detectable gluten 

✓ No Detectable GMO - the finished product contains 

no detectable genetically modified organisms 

✓ Vegetarian - nutraMetrix Isotonix Multi-Mineral is a 

vegetarian product 

✓ Isotonic - Drinkable Supplements easy-to-swallow 

supplements in liquid form are immediately available 

to the body for absorption. 

✓  

➢ Promotes Skeletal Health 
➢ Supports Normal Muscle Use and Performance 
➢ Promotes a Healthy Heart / Promotes cardiovascular 

health 
➢ Promotes Healthy Glucose Levels 
➢ Promotes Healthy Thyroid Functions 
➢ Promotes Normal Functioning of the Immune System  
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